
Wid Bastian continues to pursue filmmaking,
ghostwriting, and book promotion for an elite
group of select clients.

UTAH, UNITED STATES, November 13, 2021 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Wid Bastian has had a lifelong

love of books. He began writing in the 1990s but became serious about it as a career in 2011.

Since 2012, he has been active in the creative world as an author, screenwriter, ghostwriter,

publisher, and eBook promoter. He is an Amazon Bestselling Author several times over and a

USA Today Bestselling Publisher. 

Wid is most passionate about writing in Mystery and Suspense, Sci-Fi, Adventure, and Historical

Fiction. He is also a highly skilled and experienced ghostwriter - taking others' ideas and shaping

them into a written work beyond what they imagined. 

When clients work with Wid, they receive personal attention from a seasoned pro who can turn

their story into an audiobook or eBook ready to publish. Wid has helped dozens of authors

become bestsellers. They receive the support they need to succeed from someone who has

years of experience in literary markets and understands their creative passion.

Wid considers it an honor to help other writers bring their stories into the world without

stopping their current lives to do so. As a bestselling author who has published many titles, he

understands how tight publishing budgets are and wants nothing more than help. Authors have

peace of mind knowing that they are getting exactly what they want at every stage of the process

from someone who will remain an integral part of the effort from start to finish.

Wid is a novelist and a screenwriter. He has written (as a sole author and with collaborators)

several feature film screenplays and television series pilots. He encourages all wanting help to

reach out, including those looking for assistance with film projects.

Wid has ghostwritten for many different types of people, from CEOs and doctors to authors and

actors. Every author brings a piece of themselves into their writing. Wid has helped many

authors share their creative efforts with more people than they ever dreamed possible. 

Please visit Wid's YouTube channel for more information.
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